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ABSTRACT:
The rule of law is an important set of political ideals and institutional arrangements
in general and has been particularly salient in the Arab world before and especially
since the 2011 popular uprisings that removed the leaders of Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen, and
Libya. Despite this, the rule of law is used by analysts and activists in vague ways that
are particularly unclear with respect to the law’s role in aiding a more accountable and
democratic political process. This article sheds light on how legal ideals and legal growth
might contribute to political opening in Arab countries in two ways. First, the article
discusses the general background in which legal ideals and institutions are viewed in the
Arab world, with an emphasis on the general impact of homegrown Islamic law and the
legacy of the joining of Western sociolegal ideals to authoritarian colonial political practices. Second, the article describes and analyzes in detail three possible Arab pathways
to political opening through the rule of law. These are: (1) the “slow and steady” growth
ahead” hyper-globalized development of younger, expanding oil monarchies, illustrated
by Qatar and the United Arab Emirates, and (3) the “reboot” pattern of societies that
have just overthrown their governments and seek new relationships between law and
politics, as shown in Tunisia and Egypt. Taken together, these three possible pathways
suggest that there are particular dynamics in Arab societies around the rule of law and
more open politics, which should be studied in greater depth by those hoping to understand and contribute to legal and political change in the Middle East and North Africa.

Introduction

recent political history. For decades of post-independent Arab politics, legal ideals and institutions seemed to be generally subsumed by strong authoritarian
practices, making a mockery of political rights or the prospects for independent
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political practices meet to facilitate
in Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya and putting in their place dynamic political
This article responds to the above
question in recent comparative historical terms. I suggest three pattern trajec-

Despite this, and legalism’s broad

contribute to more open politics in the
Arab countries of the Middle East and
North Africa. One possible pattern
This is particularly true outside of the
gradual regime political accountability
constitutional arrangements are focal
points of active contestation as these
open, accountable politics is underat stake for Arabs and the rest of the
Any hope to address this concern
should take into account both global
and internal Arab understandings of
the political and institutional mean-

in legal terms. For instance, the policy

Morocco is the exemplar. A second,
distinct trajectory is the “full speed
legal development and global reliabilBoth of these possible trajectories differ
from the third, the activist eruption
sented by Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya
“restart from scratch,” its volatility
ing some background on the general
contours of Arab legalism.

The Rule of Law and Political Change
in guiding legislation in Arab constitutions are heating up after the events
reference to Arab Islamic political
history, regional colonial and postcolonial politics, Western norms about
of religion and state, and international
human rights concerning religious free
56

peculiar state of being the preemi-
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some theorists to dismiss the utility

stitutions and actors to encompass the
importance of dominant social ideas

Adams’s formulation “a government

ticular country, Alexis DeTocqueville’s

development facilitates the political
accountability of leaders to the legal
norms that Adams envisioned are not
outside of representative democracies
Indeed, much research on the rule
-

Particularly since the decline of
common legal standards for countries, through human rights and other
developmental aid. Such reform efforts

legal institutional performance (Ginsof judges remains rather constrained
in many societies and may depend
on broader means for social support
or political capacity. For example, in

norms of one society are easily accesYet, these efforts can raise concerns
in non-Western societies around
sensitivity to local history and tradi-

comprehensive contemporary history
regime under Gamal Abdel Nasser,
able to limit the political and other
impact of its judges, in part by keeping
them isolated from broader social sup-

East and North Africa, the comparative roles of Islamic and other legal
discourses are central to the issue and
my project. Though human rights

Thus, courts are not necessarily the
reform, particularly in non-Western or

and providing some substance to Arab

sociolegal scholars have suggested that
and politics should use a broad idea
adopts the concept of the “legal com-

tend to espouse secular norms. A major
argument that this project aims to test
is that Arab political orders that have

activists around legal themes, and of-

reform by fostering coalitions of do-
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mestic and external reformers that cut
across Islamic and secular discourse.
in Morocco, a government that has
survived recent regional upheavals.

unelected regimes had multiple tools
to subvert the legal complex’s potential to challenge their legitimacy until
recent events, often framed in terms of
pealing, logical assumption that the

The complex political picture of
because national and global praxis
around the issue is grounded in at least

politics more open and accountable to

stake in facilitating stable market transactions for transnational capital. Sec-

the mechanisms for this are not very

rights and regime accountability. These
forcing. Indeed, efforts to enhance the

of this essay suggests three possible

market transactions can accompany

amorphous, virtual circle, particularly

ability, as has been true in some Asian
countries. Thus, high levels of legal
development may have more to do
My project tries to sort out legal and
political conditions for the latter in
Arab states.

forms that can advance more political
opening. Contemporary authoritarian
ters by their frequent public symbolic
political expressions of their adherence
to global legal norms. Such symbolic
expression can represent efforts at
rights or other standards or aspirations
for legal reform. But it can also be part
respect to fending off international
seemed reasonable to conclude that
58

igure
Simple depiction of the rule of
law and political opening1

Legalism in Arab Politics: How Do
History and Sharia Inform Current
Issues?2
In one form or another, the rule of
. Thus, discussion
that the concept has deep Middle Eastern roots. Indeed, Islam’s long history
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its evolution means that one indigeremains very popular today (Feldman

as a social system that combined “din
tion of the millions of people throughout the Middle East, North Africa, and
early Islamic empire from the seventh
through the thirteenth centuries. While
facets of contemporary Western and
into Islamic political history, the core
legal order and brings together legal
doctrine and judicial decisions. In oth-

have remained a useful political language after the end of Islamic government in much of the Middle East and
North Africa. Moreover, the scholarly,
closer to the Anglo-American comEastern countries. I expand on each of
these points in turn.
rapidly as a system of social governance and also as a creed. Thus, it is
class of Muslims also developed
natural source for legal interpretation,
because Muhammad’s Islamic status as

if not necessarily transplanting, some
Muslim Arabs as the correct Arabic
term for the concept. In general, then,

as the Sunna, formed the basis of the
most reliable dicta for ordering society.
Moreover, the relatively small number of explicitly legal passages in the
-

The complex political and doctrinal history of sharia merits far-more
detailed treatment than can be un-

sion of Islam in the several centuries
after Muhammad’s death meant that

points, though they might be partial
-

tion from the founding documents of
the religion. Over time, scholars built
an elaborate intellectual interpreta-

of Islamic ideals in the contemporary

extend through reason and analogy

through the role and efforts of scholars

these original authoritative sources of
a diverse, non-monolithic, and long-
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lasting system of jurisprudence and

term for foreign non-Islamic government enforcement and bureaucratic

One of the central, enduring docleader’s status as custodian of com-

generally on their record of executing

The failure of Muslim Arab states
to resist modern Western domination
doomed Islamic government in most
of the Middle East for much of the
colonial and early postcolonial periods.
Yet, the second important point here is
that Islamic political theory remained

theoretical limit to the leader’s legislapolitical excess or heighten the impor-

that is centrally embedded in Islam.
Justice as a concept and a discourse is
lam’s emphasis on justice in the Sunna

largely, if not totally, absent from the
a major, practical role in granting or

equity and individual rights. Thus,
discussions of many of the issues that
frame legal discourse are engrained in
the religious identity of a large majority of the people in Arab societies. The

Islamic and subsequent Ottoman
Islamic empires decreased over time,

contributed to the fact that Islamic
jurisprudence never fully developed

challenge to Muslim political order in
the Middle East and North Africa. In
the broad context of Western imperial
expansion, Islamic political order took
a back seat to the beginnings of local
reality of Islamic government, including the central place of the rule of
World War I. When the Islamic Ottoman Empire disappeared, the system
of scholars that upheld the rule of

some to argue that there is no clear
theory to ground a completely secular

legal rule had been largely banished
and tarnished in Arab countries,
Western colonial rulers and rejected by
ment as outmoded or ineffective in
Middle East and North Africa fostered
three major consequences. First, this
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ders in a given society rather than the

colonialism in the Middle East—an
emphasis on control backed by force
-

unitary national legal system such as
occurred in the United States. Second,
it set up an authoritarian norm that

invented political forms like mandates
and protectorates to occlude their exon a tendency for constitutions to
judicial interpretation. In some states,
such as Morocco, this led to frequent
postcolonial redrafts of the constitu-

institutions under colonialism made
readily apparent the contradictions
At the same time, these norms and

preoccupations of political authority, in
basic constitutional document that can
The legal system of every contemporary Arab nation is a unique mixture of
Islamic, Ottoman, European, and postmélange of legal sources in most Arab
societies did not in itself preclude legal
and ethnic logic that European colonial
ting borders for many contemporary
nations of the Middle East, the lack of
legal systemic unity in Arab states has

nationalists rebelled against colonial
rule, they also learned that the lofty
promises of colonial political ideas
contrast to the reality of police control.
Facing economic and other challenges,
these nationalists unsurprisingly built
on, instead of dismantling, the legacies
of authoritarian rule that they inherited.
To be sure, the ideal of the rule of
Yet Arab states in the Middle East in
because of the combination of the relative lack of autonomous, precolonial,

United States are not likely to be of
direct use to most Arab societies. And
it has contributed to political situations
have had many incentives to centralimpediments to doing so.

the repressive nature of colonial and,
later, postcolonial governments. More
rational, legalistic values preached by
European administrators and their
practice of resource extraction and
police rule tainted the global, secular

This latter point is even more obviously related to the primary legacy of
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democratic rule. A second is the vague
similar to some American legal scholars on the left, as primarily an ideology
of political control not as a possible
check on political abuse or a guarantee
of individual rights. This is important
because it implies that Western-based
Western models, and particularly central legal institutions, are not neces-

Islamic faith.
Thus, the theory and practice of
politics has had a fragmented quality. On the one hand, Islamist political
the dominant current trope of political
discourse and opposition. As a result,
Islam and sharia remain at the rhetorical and actual center of discussions of

as an ideal in Iraq at the very same
ning to consolidate his particular style
of brutal and often legally arbitrary
Despite this authoritarianism, Arab
regimes have not lacked clear legal
structures. For example, most Arab
Such Arab constitutions exist and may
matter, but they have had little history
judicial interpretation, although this is
scoring the challenge that the juxtaposition of formal legality and political

particular, many Arab constitutions
mary source for legislation . The most
frequent rallying cry or demand of opuprisings, and a strong slogan since,
-

forms this should take is currently a
complicated area of great debate and
discussion among Arab and non-Arab
Muslim scholars. Adding to the complexity of this issue is the theoretical
of siyasa al-shari’a (the government of

poses for building broad social support, or even judicial competence, for

it a patina of illegitimacy to some,
although by no means all, Muslims .
Western, sources, most often being
62
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-
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practice of mixed legal norms and
institutions. For this reason, a broad
majority of government and opposition fealty to sharia exists alongside
more secular courts, bureaucrats, and
tries, the forces combined for analytical
purposes as the “the legal complex” in
Yet the standing of members of the
Arab legal complex is the second side

limited success and broader promise to
improve rights, fairness, and political
transparency . To be sure, in Tunisia,
dence in authoritarian legal and political institutions. But a century of popular historical associations of Western
and postcolonial Western involvement
has also made non-Islamic frames for

transnational movement of Arabs,
linked to global rights’ nongovernadvocates, and are open to more direct
import of Western ideas or experiin international fora and documents
such the Arab Human Development
Reports, this posture does not reject
the importance of Islamic identity or
theories of legal and political reform in
terms translated directly from global
usage such as dimaqatriyya (democand siyadat al-qanun. This tendency
can be grounded in skepticism about
the possibility of traditional Islamic
terms adapting to modern political debates, a desire to avoid overburdening
porary meaning, or both.

freer elections are taking place. In
Islamic sources of legal legitimacy may
Islamic legal ideals in practice remains
an aspect of ongoing politics.
Pressures and Prospects for the Rule of
Law and Arab Reform Generally

more secular legalist practices, Arab
political systems have had one basic
response. This has been to highlight
importance of sharia in their governing
gal structures that are at least on paper
global arenas. Thus, most states have
and legislative development, even
-

the legal complex has been less likely
unlike Islamist political expression. In
diverse Arab countries such as Egypt,
-

What has differed across Arab re-
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Figure 2
orld ank voice and accountability governance indicators for Arab countries,
2010 and 2000. Source: orld ank n.d.
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strategy of championing sharia but favoring secular over Islamic legal actors
has led to gradual political opening or
strong repression. In general, Arab mil-

counterparts have not: they have inteIslamic legitimation directly into their
governance pattern. Morocco is a clear

in Egypt and Tunisia, have decreased
of Islamic symbols and tolerance for
Islamic political parties since Moham-

other members of the legal complex
have let this space stay more stable.

-

One illustration of this can be found
in the yearly indicators of voice and
Bank prepares each year, one of several compilations of diverse sources
on governance. As Figure 2

erhood to become a political party

Monarchical Reform and the Rule of
Law: Slow and Steady Wins the Race?
-

erally had in diverse Arab countries
decreased across all countries (except
higher in the monarchies than in the
republics. Generally, the measurements
in voice and accountability decreased
-

for the same VOA governance indicator for six representative Arab monarchies and republics.
Arab republics, led by long-standing
grounds, such as the former regimes of
Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya, decreased
their space for political dissent and
civil rights advocacy from an already
In contrast, Arab monarchies have
even if the World Bank’s indicator has
declined during the past decade of

What pattern of legal development
and political implications do Arab
ed, this differs among long-standing
nations like Morocco and more recent,
narchical peers, such as Tunisia, a relatern in this regard diverges from that
of Tunisia. In Morocco, the monarchy
has opened political space up for contested legislative elections, permitted
openly in the country, and launched
commission devoted to identifying and
compensating victims of past domestic
human rights abuses, the Equity and
All of these developments have involved members of the legal complex,

crisis. Each of the Arab monarchies
has done something that their military
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Figure
orld ank voice and accountability governance indicators, time-series data
for six Arab societies every two years from 2010 to 1
.png Source: orld ank n.d.
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ideals in a relatively open manner. In
system, including the establishment
-

the public sphere, a nondemocratic
regime needs to invoke less the level of
emergency and repression that shuts
out legal activists and chills voice and
accountability more generally. This
has been the secret to the survival of
neo-traditional Arab monarchies like
Jordan and Morocco, at least to the end

to accommodate more legal activity
but more repressed, legal complexes,

the traditional and modern, and
monarchy like Morocco’s has managed

to revolution or repression (Halliday
Arab monarchies offer better models
than the more overtly secular military
republics.
The reason for this divergence goes
back to an earlier part of this article.
Monarchies like Morocco have claimed
historical continuity to give them some
legitimacy in terms of Islam. Much of
this is, to be sure, constructed, as in the
is an annual televised reimagination of
a traditional political contract ceremomodern, bureaucratic state.

and other public contestation than
other Arab regimes. This is particularly
notable given its large territorial and
developed, mature system of regulalegal complex and legal measures to
expression that are readily associated
Among the examples of such measures are:
*
Moroc-

The point in such contemporary simulations of Islamic historical tradition
as binding representations of their
idea of political or religious legitimacy.
Rather, Arab monarchs have mytholorelevance to Islam to make it harder
for Islamic opposition groups to make
clear cases undermining the regime. In
ligious and nonreligious ideas around
space around reform and change. If the
tensions around Islamic and secular

paternal expressions of the country’s
repressing strong political opposition
and Christians. Having a loyal, nonMuslim, long-settled religious minority
may have served Hassan’s generally
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functioned as both a highly trumpeted
symbol of Moroccan openness and a
munity that took place in more ostensibly secular Arab states like Tunisia and
Egypt.
*
succeeded by his eldest son Mohammed VI on the throne through a
his father’s strongman and institute
investigate and compensate victims of
prior human rights abuses. Since the
public climate for critiquing human
rights abuses in the past and for speaking more openly about rights issues in
general has improved.
*

obvious interpretation of this docu-

effort to stave off demands for broader
change. Yet this ignores real concerns
about political instability that have
fostered general loyalty to the ruling
ment explicitly represents the political expression rights of the minority,
indigenous Berbers, that have been
a contentious issue for decades. This
again marks Morocco as comparatively
change and possible political reform.
Morocco is the main Arab example
of gradual legal and political reform.

The mudawwana. Morocco’s

mented example of feminist reform
of traditional Islamic marriage and
divorce provisions that both improved
support of activists focused on both
secular and religious discourses (Mal-

judiciary . At the same time, Jordan’s
in the stalling of a process of political opening begun rapidly at the end
of the late King Husain’s regime that
included bringing Islamic groups into

and more substantively, it has been
regarded as a success. Indeed, championed by the government, the major
on and demonstrate the country’s
comparatively large space for activism and discourse around legal rights
cleavages.
*
months after the Tunisian and Egypthe monarchy promulgated and called

like Jordan and Morocco embody a
pattern of gradual change that, in a
-

that could help channel these groups
into political structures built around
accountability and equity, rather than
ing the evolution of Western European
Europe, at least, this pattern led to
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the end of monarchies that rule and
inspired elected republican systems in
former colonies like the United States.
Yet this took place over a long span of
centuries, under very different technological and historical conditions than

standing legal establishment, and possibly unprecedented speed in rapid,

Gulf Hyper-Globalization and the
Rule of Law: Full Speed Ahead?

steady” legal development and political opening that occurred in the West
is assumed to apply to contempohighly attenuated processes of political

Indeed, the Arab Gulf has been
exceptional in its political youth and
unusual economic resources. This may
ther on the very gradual opening of the
non-Gulf monarchies nor on the sys-

the end result of a gradual process of
seem to be an end to royal rule sooner

non-monarchies. The recent historical
exceptionalism lies in Arab Gulf states’

Western history, the long nature of the
transition from political absolutism

institutions, the radical diminution of
sharia’s scope, and the mosaic hybrid-

terms of managing peaceful transitions. When is an extended period of
and modest more open politics enough

-

so glacial as to provoke regime over-

sociations of Western legal ideals and
-

opaque as models for extending the
Another group of Arab monarchies
shares political structural features
rocco and Jordan. At the same time,
this group’s much shorter period of
political independence, lack of long-

to legal and political reform is its
recent pattern of petrodollar-driven
and the particular combination of possibilities for
entail. The extraordinary, perhaps
unprecedented, trajectory of rapid
development of Gulf cities like Doha
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and the daily extent of sociocultural
variation that it has brought.
these Gulf societies lack centuries, or
even decades, of indigenous tradition around the teaching, practice,

-

to build legal infrastructure in a very
short time. This has entailed a very

plicity of these actors because of the

and consensus around global and local
legal ideas and practices.

international scrutiny this entails, create variation and hybridity around the

I am not suggesting, therefore, that

given Arab Gulf societies’ relative
dearth of legal and other sociopolitical
infrastructure prior to the oil boom.

on Western-propelled solutions to
their relative legal underdevelopment.
global legal penetration, create diverse
and intense opportunities and encounters around different notions of locally
appropriate best legal practices.

*
ing hubs like Dubai and Doha, having
resources and incentives to develop
legal education that is appropriate
for their expanding global roles has
meant hiring Arab and Western legal
consultants from other countries to
provide guidance on best practices in

global legal actors’ access, and ongoing connections, to each other. Yet

ballooning economies have brought
on resident faculty from all over the

intensity both because of the relative
around legal pedagogy and practice
establishment in relation to the extent
of recent global integration and the
overall extent of diversity of residents

*

in terms of the sheer proportion of

While anyone can make a

of the total residents of these Gulf
societies merely scratch the surface of
the diverse demographic issues that
70

either less money or better-established

training and experience in asserting
legal rights. Moreover, natives and
and institutions have high expectations
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around legal fairness and predictability. This frequently asserts itself
in driving standards and rules of the
stricter and more uniformly enforced
in Gulf societies, given the very high
accident rate in their expanding cities.
Equity concerns about the kefala syssponsor, have also led to diverse legal
rights and cases of abuse.

have transformed the Gulf area into
a hub of sophisticated journalistic
media of some Gulf countries is less
politically open than more regional

great deal of public discussion around
important legal issues, such as, for
example, through the BBC program,
“The Doha Debates.”
*

As noted
lations, concerns about the nature,

*
Because most Gulf societies

are raised inevitably in the hyper-

tourist visas for residents of other
prosperous societies, they are an easy
destination for international human
demographics of these societies
tion raise obvious global legal concerns
the very success of Gulf hyper-globalsome local residents that their societies receive too much scrutiny in terms

of both the police force and judges are
highly visible challenges in cities like
Dubai and Doha, given their global
prominence and the strong presence
of diverse foreigners in the ranks of
cops, courts, and criminal suspects.
tions in the UAE of a British couple
for public fornication and a member
of the Emirati royal family for beating
an Afghan contract merchant brought
global attention and extended debate
societies .

Forum. In short, international legal
rights as a general issue opens broad
societies.
*

-

gered an Arab media revolution, and
perhaps helped the recent overall Arab

The above areas each entail diverse
ideas about the meaning of the rule of
outcomes and do not generally reduce
gious and the secular or the Western
and the Arab. Indeed, contemporary
Gulf societies are also marked by
their strong non-Arab populations
and highly diffuse South Asian and

regional competitors it inspired, all
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institutions are highly visible in the
Arab Gulf. Western governments, and

system and other measures
*

that permeated other Arab societies.

like the Sheikh Issa trial, mentioned
earlier

and the UAE have found themselves
having to expand unusually rapidly
the density and sophistication of their
sure to an equally unusual collection of
legal examples, legal norms, and legal
reformers-for-hire. Amidst this cauldron of unfolding explosive expansion
legal reforms have emerged that might
and more democratic politics.
clude:

The above sorts of reform only indiGulf countries. The rapid developmental imperatives that hydrocarbon revenues made possible have facilitated,
but not required, dynamic patterns of
global and native interactions around
tions and across borders. These latter
interactions, based on Gulf governpost-oil economies, create possibilities for legal change that is politically
opening.

ricula reform through American and
*

Increasing use of courts,

At the same time, as is evident in
the UAE, distinctions in development
strategy also suggest possible differences in legal reforms and their politi-

The formation of and efforts

Association
-

through Education City and other developments, and regional media open-

cussed earlier
*
The dedicated tribunal for
international commercial and civil dis-

has been on building legal educational
and associational infrastructure. More
-

In the UAE, examples might be:
72
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the latter’s developmental strategy
actional stability and order. Thus, increased Emirati use of courts, and even
the interests of procedural smoothness
more than political opening. Indeed,
the use of the judicial system to
threaten politically outspoken Emiratis
potential for increased legalism to be
used as a tool of repression, rather than
Ultramodern systems like the Salik toll
problems also exemplify sophisticated
tracking technology that can buttress
control.
Yet their divergent emphases in deof discourse and learning versus the
ism may also point to some contrast in

and among domestic and global rule-

Dhabi’s relative conservatism and
Dubai’s breakneck expansion. This
presents a more problematic picture
At the same time, differences among
though important, need not obscure
legal development. This can be illustrated by looking at additional
comparative data from the World

In terms of political voice and internal governmental contestation, Arab
indicators present a different picture.
Whether in terms of the World Bank’s
,
political stability, or control of corruption, Arab Gulf countries perform consistently better than other Arab cases
UAE share much better performance
in nearly all of these areas than their
non-Arab states. In a leading index of
public perceptions of government cor-

States .

-

and developmental ambition that
petrodollars brought to the Arab Gulf
have led to something else, something

because of its larger overall population

for politics and society to emerge, most

out a long-established indigenous legal
complex. This leads to many important
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Figure
orld ank rule-of-law governance indicators, 2010 and 2000, for four Gulf
and six non-Gulf Arab country cases. Source: orld ank n.d.
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Figure
orld ank political stability governance indicators, 2010 and 2000, for four
Gulf and six non-Gulf Arab country cases. Source: orld ank n.d.
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Figure
orld ank control of corruption indicators, 2010 and 2000, for four Gulf and
six non-Gulf Arab country cases. Source: orld ank n.d.
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a system of constant suppression of
rights, these regimes put themselves
instance, one senior legal policy maker
in the Emirati government noted that
the commitment to legal reform is high

yers and other members of the legal
-

understood, especially among older
leaders .

the various pressures to marry sociopolitical continuity and rapid global
integration in these countries encourage the expansion of legal rights and

broad activism that caused regime
change. Moreover, the outrage that
Tunisians experienced as a result of
a permit for his business fairly, and
much subsequent framing of the Arab
protests generally, clearly suggest the
of fairness and government account-

System Collapse and the Promise of
Restarting from Scratch
Surveillance and legal represfeatures of republics like Egypt and

Tunisia and Egypt have had long
traditions around the importance
Tunisia, the movements that led to a
fairly peaceful independence struggle
-

legal complexes (Posusney and Angrist
these systems currently in major transiIslamic political groups in the public
space. Aging ex-leaders like Egypt’s
Hosni Mubarak or Tunisia’s Zine alAbidine Ben Ali consistently raised
the specter of radical Islamic political
back on civil liberties and continuing a
to Western government allies.

of the need for a country grounded in

strongest initial emphasis on gender
and civil rights. Tunisia’s number of
is slightly
ple, a number that compares favorably

By using repressive tactics against
political activism and perpetuating
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Egypt has a similarly impressive
legal complex . Indeed, Egypt’s
Supreme Constitutional Court stands

characteristic of a legal complex that

legal complex as central members of
Egyptian political discourse for more
to establishing a more just order are all
Egypt has supplied many of the leadfor decades.
numerous legal complex has not necessarily meant more open politics or civil
rights. Indeed, Egypt’s legal complex,
and even its comparatively robust
high court, could serve the authoritarian interests of the former Mubarak

legal complex in countries like Tunisia
and Egypt declined as the regimes of
these countries tried to tighten their
control. For instance, one Tunisian le-

Egyptian politics. The long-frustrated
simmer and eventual explosion of the
legal complex in these societies raises
that is rapid and dramatic.
Yet it is also risky. Tunisia, as of
constitution and political system that
are much more democratic and pluralist than before and than in most other
Arab countries. On the other hand,
Egyptian politics have been marked
efforts to isolate Western-based legal
complex activists as possible leverage
Arab political opening through rule-

to gain permission to present freely
at global conferences, but Tunisian
ences in order to rebut and heckle any
potentially critical perspective on Ben
Ali’s regime. For several decades, it
seemed that Arab military regimes

stable pattern of legalist change, much
as Arabs and forces sympathetic to

As the above account suggests, the

Yet, the legalist pot boiled over in
sort of discourse around political rights
and accountability and the particu-

the legal complex and political opening
emphasis on legal reforms and rights.
An even more important conclusion,
real variation in its potential to foster
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more open politics. This variation in
legalist patterns and political reform
cases and the historical trajectory of
and the policy community more generally for at least several reasons.
First, looking at this variation claricontribute to legalism in individual
Arab cases cannot assume the relevance of general Western historical
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This is on the basis of preliminary qualitative

collecting this data and am careful at this stage to
collection is further along.
ENDNOTES
By “political opening,” I mean changes in
provide either more avenues for regime accountmedia civil liberties and freedom of political
use of cross-national governance indicators, such
as those of the World Bank, Freedom House,
sons across regime types. But I mean to describe
processes that can be measured around regime

Note that World Bank data is graphically
displayed from more to less recent years. Detailed explanations of the different governance
indicators and their methodology can be found
at World Bank n.d.
See, for example, an assessment of Jordanian

understood by more ambiguous terms like “libNote that this article does not include in its
relevant cases either Lebanon or Palestine for
ocratic internal nature and frequent periods of
questionable internal sovereignty.

2

Hammurabi and the Judeo-Christian Bible—
should not be forgotten. More to the point,
Islamic and Ottoman sociolegal traditions that

legal and social traditions as Egypt makes Islam
its basic source for legislation in article 2 of its
constitution. For a discussion of this, see Dupret

is distinguished by both the speed of change
and the scope of change, the latter evident from
nectedness of these societies prior to the past
several decades of petroleum revenue–funded
dynamism. I am not using the term in the more

the scope of action for national leaders (Huber
-

One of the signs of both legal pluralism and
the relative novelty of the Western notion of the

L.A. Times article by Jeffrey Fleishman, “British
Couple in Dubai Get Prison Terms in Sex Scan-

single phrase that is used in every country to
translate the term. For example, in Morocco, the
of global outrage after a video of him beating the
dat al-qanun. This term gained currency through
the Moroccan monarchy’s efforts to employ it as
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article by Marten Youssef, “Sheikh Issa Acquittal: Government ‘Does Not Interfere’ in Court
Matters.”
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